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Confirmed cooling effect

Heat protection for more health and
safety under protective clothing
Efficient heat protection to wear
„It didn‘t feel like in a sauna“ – an astonished bomb squad technician of a European special
unit remarked after having tested an E.COOLINE cooling suit underneath a 30 kg EOD suit in
the hot „climate chamber“. Many workers who wear much lighter versions of protective
suits would wish to have the same feeling. But the contrary is encountered in most facilities.

In a study with E.COOLINE in the
Zytron® chemical protection suit
the working time could be doubled
from 1.25 hours to 2.5 hours. At
the same time, less moisture and
wetness was produced in the suit,
the physical effort was reduced
and safety improved. Therefore,
persons involved and leading disinfectants recommend to work
with cooling apparel during these
works.
CPS TEST RESULTS:

WITHOUT COOLING
1.24 hours max.
interior much wetter
• higher physical effort

•

Ideal climatic conditions are closely related to safety, health, performance and satisfaction of employees.
High temperatures are reflected
in worse performance and reduced
concentration and may lead to
health and safety risks for the
persons affected. Particularly
working in protective clothing has
often to be classified as dangerous
in high ambient temperatures.
The stress for the cardiovascular
system may sooner or later lead
to chronical health impacts.

Working in protective clothing is
already associated with hazardous
substances and surroundings –
such as chemicals, fire, hot metals,
explosives, microorganisms, germs
or viruses such as Ebola, just to name
a few. Errors due to lack of performance or concentration are fatal.
Working in the suits, which are often
even air-tight, leads to a rapid rise of
the body temperature. Beads of perspiration drip from the forehead.
Life risk during work
In a multi-layer insulating suit
which protects from deadly pathogens as the Ebola virus, every movement turns into hard labor. According to experts, it is hardly possible
to persist more than 90 minutes in
such a suit. The general sojourn time
for working in the protective suit is
lower than the time limit officially
recommended. The risk of contamination is highest when the suit
is removed – at a point where performance and concentration of the
person wearing the suit are at
their lowest due to heat. Cooling is
required and can save lives in the
worst case.
Simple cooling measures

Fig. 1: E.COOLINE cooling suit

The use of COOLINE SX3®-products
which cool both the upper body

and the legs, arms and head allows a rapid and simple climate
control. Depending on the requirements, a target temperature of 1020 °C can be selected by the unique
qualities of the material. This temperature range has confirmed the
most positive results during studies and tests.
Short times due to heat problems,
exhaustion or accidents – occasionally even fatal – caused by loss of
concentration are gradually reduced.

•

WITH COOLING
2.5 hours max.
interior almost dry
• high safety also for
longer periods of time
•
•

Positive performance test
Win-Win-Win Situation
Often, working time in the protective suit can even be extended if
conditions are significantly improved, what, in the case of bomb
squads, for example, leads to increased safety because one person is able to continue work for a
longer period of time and better
disposal results. In many cases,
the working time is even reduced
as better results are obtained in
shorter periods of time.
This increases the safety of all
persons involved, but always the
health and safety of the wearer.
Also liability and accident insurances profit from lower accident
and sick rates.

The practical test with bomb squad
technicians confirmed the cooling
efficiency of the E.COOLINE cooling
textiles.
The statements of workers and employees in facilities of the metal,
plastics or chemical industries
prior to application studies showed
that physical stress of the staff at
temperatures exceeding 26 - 40 °C
is extremely high what is also
caused by the high radiation heat
in the direct surroundings of machines and furnaces. (Note: The
regular body surface temperature is 28 - 32 °C)
Therefore, many workers use protective suits in order to avoid the

PRACTICAL TEST IN PROTECTIVE SUIT

EOD SUIT

PAINTING PROTECTION SUIT

Fig. 2: The body surface temperature
achieved 28 - 32 °C and was thus
significantly lower than without cooling
(33 - 36 °C). Despite the body surface
temperature which was already very
high due to work performed
beforehand, the temperature could
be reduced by 2-5°C. Thus, the
temperature lay within normal
physiological range of 28-32°C.
According to scientific studies,
concentration and performance
and related safety are therefore
significantly improved.

HEAT PROTECTION SUIT (alum.)

Temperature on the body after wearing protection suit with cooling by E.COOLINE

ø 28,84°C

ø 29,6 °C

danger of radiation heat or the risks
caused by paint, fire, hot metals or
plastics, etc. The use of protective
clothing however leads to heat
stress in the body.

and works could be performed as
usual. Also the shop managers,
safety officers and work councils
were impressed by the test.
Simple, quick and mobile

The temperature of the body surface and the body core are related to
each other and mutually dependent.
The body core temperature continues to increase by muscular
warming through physical work.
Workers are convinced
Interviews with the workers after
wearability tests gave very positive
results. Both comfort and handling as well as the cooling effect
were rated positive. All activities

As the material in E.COOLINE®
cooling textiles is ready for use in
a couple of seconds due to its 3D
structure and due to the fact that
it achieves a higher evaporation
rate than other materials, this
system can be simply integrated
into the logistic processes of all
work situations.
The products can either be washed
or dry cleaned or even be used in the
context of textile rental concepts.

ø 29,3 °C

Less sweating!
Workers often don‘t drink enough
water because water bottles or
refrigerators are too far from
their workplaces. This problem is
additionally reduced by the use of
cooling wear because the rate of
perspiration is decreased and
health problems caused by a lack
of water are minimized.
Scientific studies in sports showed
extreme relationships between
health impacts and loss of performance by heat. In studies with
E.COOLINE cooling textiles, performance increases of up to 10%
could be demonstrated. But the
cooling suit is not only applied
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Fig. 3: Do you judge high temperatures at the workplace as exhausting?

during work, it is also recommended for regeneration after work in
protective clothing. After operations of fire brigades in chemical
protection suits, for example, the
fire fighter usually doesn‘t finish
work. To continue he will first and
foremost need quick, simple and
effective regeneration by cooling.
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Fig. 4: How do you feel after work when having worn E.COOLINE ?
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